Modulation of electronic structures of bases through DNA recognition of protein.
The effects of environmental structures on the electronic states of functional regions in a fully solvated DNA·protein complex were investigated using combined ab initio quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics calculations. A complex of a transcriptional factor, PU.1, and the target DNA was used for the calculations. The effects of solvent on the energies of molecular orbitals (MOs) of some DNA bases strongly correlate with the magnitude of masking of the DNA bases from the solvent by the protein. In the complex, PU.1 causes a variation in the magnitude among DNA bases by means of directly recognizing the DNA bases through hydrogen bonds and inducing structural changes of the DNA structure from the canonical one. Thus, the strong correlation found in this study is the first evidence showing the close quantitative relationship between recognition modes of DNA bases and the energy levels of the corresponding MOs. Thus, it has been revealed that the electronic state of each base is highly regulated and organized by the DNA recognition of the protein. Other biological macromolecular systems can be expected to also possess similar modulation mechanisms, suggesting that this finding provides a novel basis for the understanding for the regulation functions of biological macromolecular systems.